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ABSTRACT: The notion of effective, time-dependent or, equivalently, apparent diffu-

sion coefficient (ADC) and its use for characterization of porous media are revisited. It is

argued that the dynamic ADC, quantifying the mean-square displacement of spin-bearing

particles, should not be confused with its counterpart measured by a pulsed gradient

spin echo technique. The former is an intrinsic characteristic of the medium, independ-

ent of the applied magnetic field. In contrast, the spin-echo ADC depends on the experi-

mental setup (e.g., gradient intensity and temporal profile), raising potential ambiguities

in the interpretation of diffusion-weighted measurements, which may be strongly

misleading when the Gaussian phase approximation (GPA) does not hold. The oversim-

plified use of a single b-value is criticized. Several fitting models beyond the GPA are

discussed. � 2010 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Concepts Magn Reson Part A 36A: 24–35, 2010.
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INTRODUCTION

Unrestricted Normal Diffusion

Diffusion of spin-bearing particles in a complex me-

dium is a common process for various fields, from

physiology to material sciences (1, 2). A typical

example is diffusion of water molecules in sedimen-

tary rocks or biological tissues. Lacking precise

description of a huge number of water molecules in a

liquid phase, the position r(t) of an individual water

molecule at time t cannot be evaluated according to

deterministic dynamics and is considered as random.

It is, therefore, impossible to predict the behavior of

an individual water molecule, and the averaged char-

acteristics of the whole ensemble become of interest.

For instance, the mean displacement E{[r(t) � r(0)]}
characterizes coherent motion of water molecules

(flow), whereas the mean-square displacement

E{[r(t) � r(0)]2} describes fluctuations (throughout

the article, the averages or expectations are denoted

by E). If there is no flow, the mean-square displace-

ment for unrestricted normal diffusion grows linearly

with time:

Ef½rðtÞ � rð0Þ�2g ¼ 6D0t; [1]
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where D0 is the free diffusion coefficient of water

molecules.

A complete description of the macroscopic trans-

lational dynamics is given by a propagator Gt(r0, r),
which says how likely it is for a water molecule

started from r0 at time 0 to be at r at a later time t.
Once the propagator is known, the mean-square dis-

placement and the other averaged characteristics of

diffusion can be deduced.

Dynamic ADC

The internal geometry of a medium, the presence of

impenetrable walls or obstacles, as well as trapping,

caging, crawding, or other hindering effects may con-

siderably alter or even fully destroy the diffusive

character of the macroscopic dynamics. The mean-

square displacement either remains linear in time

(but with another diffusion coefficient), or exhibit

more complex time dependences [(known as anoma-

lous diffusion (3–5)]. In both cases, one can formally

introduce an effective, time-dependent or, equiva-

lently, apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) as

DdynðtÞ ¼ Ef½rðtÞ � rð0Þ�2g
6t

: [2]

This is a measure how diffusion of nuclei is

slowed down by hindering effects. This characteris-

tics, which I call a dynamic ADC, was thoroughly

investigated [(see reviews (2, 6, 7) and references

therein)]. Since geometrical compartments (e.g.,

neurons in the brain) hinder the motion of mole-

cules, ADC contains implicit information, or a

‘‘finger-print,’’ of the geometry. Measuring Ddyn(t)
is an experimental way to probe biological and

mineral porous structures.

Pulsed-Gradient Spin-Echo Technique

Such measurements can be realized by a pulsed-gra-

dient spin-echo (PGSE) technique (8). After the first

908 radio-frequency (rf) pulse, the application of a

spatially inhomogeneous magnetic field induces

phase shifts of the spins that depend on the individual

trajectories of the spin-bearing particles. The second

1808 rf pulse partially refocuses the spins that causes

the attenuation of the spin-echo amplitude which can

be attributed to diffusion. For a free (unrestricted)

diffusion in a constant magnetic field gradient of

intensity g, Hahn and later Carr and Purcell derived

the exact formula for the macroscopic signal E at the

spin-echo time t (9, 10)

E ¼ E0 exp
��D0g2g2t3=12

�
; [3]

where g is the nuclear gyromagnetic (or magnetogy-

ric) ratio, and E0 is the reference signal (without

gradient, g ¼ 0). Stejskal and Tanner extended this

formula for an arbitrary time-dependent magnetic

field gradient gf(t) (11)

E ¼ E0 exp
��D0g2g2t3hðt1 � t2Þi2

�
; [4]

where the notation h(t1 � t2)i2 from Ref. 2 is for the

dimensionless coefficient depending only on the

effective dimensionless temporal profile (or gradient

waveform) f(t) of the applied magnetic field:

hðt1 � t2Þi2 ¼
1

t3

Z t

0

dt0
Zt0
0

dt00 f ðt00Þ
0
@

1
A

2

: [5]

For example, h(t1 � t2)i2 ¼ 1/12 for a constant gradi-

ent in Eq. [3].

Restricted Diffusion

When diffusion is restricted, Eqs. [3] and [4] are for-

mally not applicable. The two main ‘‘strategies’’ were

proposed to study restricted diffusion.

The first strategy, which can be referred to as

‘‘narrow-pulse approximation’’, was proposed by

Tanner and Stejskal (12). A constant gradient is

replaced by two gradient pulses of short duration d. If
the nuclei can be considered as immobile during each

gradient pulse, the macroscopic signal turns out to be

a Fourier transform of the averaged propagator P(r, t)

E ¼
Z
dr e2pik�rPðr; tÞ;

Pðr; tÞ ¼
Z
dr0 Gtðr0; r0 þ rÞ;

where k ¼ gdg/(2p) (8). Measuring the signal as a

function of k (and t) and inverting the Fourier trans-

form, one can access experimentally the averaged

propagator of restricted diffusion. An apparent diffu-

sion coefficient can be deduced from the averaged

propagator, but the latter contains much richer infor-

mation about diffusion and a confining medium. A

direct access of the averaged propagator made the

short time PGSE technique a broadly used tool for

studying porous media [see reviews (13–15)].
Although this experimental technique is not in the

focus of the article, one should keep in mind this

research modaility as an alternative to ADC.
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The second strategy which can be referred to as

‘‘Gaussian phase approximation’’ (GPA) consists in

exploring physical situations when Eqs. [3] and [4]

either are approximated valid, or can be extended as

follows. Measuring the spin-echo signal from water

molecules in silica suspensions and sandstones,

Woessner observed that formula (Eq. [3]) can still be

applied, if D0 was replaced by a reduced diffusion

coefficient D, which he called ‘‘a spin-echo diffusion

coefficient’’ (16):

Dðt; gÞ ¼ � lnE=E0

g2g2t3hðt1 � t2Þi2
: [6]

The denominator of this formula is often called the

b-value or b-coefficient, allowing one to write the

signal in a particularly simple form

E

E0

¼ exp½�bD�: [7]

The relative simplicity and non-invasive character of

PGSE measurements made them an attractive and ef-

ficient tool for characterizing porous media (17, 18).
This tool is largely used in various application fields,

from lung or brain diffusion-weighted imaging in

medicine (19, 20) to sedimentary rock analysis in oil-

recovery industry (21, 22). The apparent diffusion

coefficient became a common characteristic of

porous media.

In the most general sense, ADC is a convenient

representation of the macroscopic signal through Eq.

[6]. As such, it can always be used as a form of contrast

enhancement in diffusion-weighted imaging for distin-

guishing regions with low and high diffusivity. How-

ever, a physical interpretation of the spin-echo ADC as

a measure of fluctuations can only be recovered in the

limit of the gradient strength g going to 0: Dlim(t) ¼
D(t,g ¼ 0). The limiting value Dlim(t) can be expressed

through the second moment of the net dephasing j of

the diffusing spins (see Ref. 2 for details)

DlimðtÞ ¼ Efj2=2g
t3hðt1 � t2Þi2

; [8]

where j is defined here to be dimensional (in units m s)

j ¼
Z t

0

dt0 f ðt0Þ xðt0Þ;

x(t) being the projection of the random trajectory r(t)
of the spin-bearing particle onto a fixed gradient

direction.

For weak gradients (small g), D(t,g) is close to its

limit Dlim(t), so that the signal can be written as

E

E0

’ exp
��g2g2Efj2=2g�: [9]

This relation, often referred to as ‘‘Gaussian-phase

approximation,’’ is exact only for free (unrestricted)

diffusion, for which all Ddyn(t), D(t,g), and Dlim(t)
are time-independent and equal to the free diffusion

coefficient D0.

The three aforementionned definitions (Eqs. [2],

[6], and [8]) are largely used in the literature under

the common name of effective, time-dependent, or

apparent diffusion coefficient. In what follows, I

illustrate that these definitions are not equivalent

whenever diffusion is restricted. Although this is per-

haps a known fact in a theoretical community [(e.g.,

see (23)], abundant use and often misuse of apparent

diffusion coefficients are still persistent, yielding

potential ambiguities in the interpretation of diffu-

sion-weighted experiments. In what follows, I

address several fundamental questions about ADCs

and its practical use for characterization of porous

media.

DOES ONE REALLY MEASURE MEAN-
SQUARE DISPLACEMENTS?

All three ADCs characterize a complex medium

through the diffusive motion of spin-bearing par-

ticles. The dynamic ADC is a kind of intrinsic char-

acteristic, independent of the applied magnetic field.

For this very same reason, Ddyn(t) cannot be mea-

sured in a PGSE experiment, though it is still accessi-

ble by numerical simulations and theoretical analysis

[see (6, 7, 24, 25) and references therein]. By con-

trast, the spin-echo diffusion coefficient D(t,g) is

directly related to experimentally measurable signal,

though its physical interpretation is in general less

clear. The latter ADC unavoidably depends on the

magnetic field used (see, e.g., the explicit depend-

ence on the temporal profile in Eq. [6]). A number of

works are devoted to numerical computations of the

spin-echo ADC by using Monte Carlo simulations,

finite-difference, or finite-element methods (26–32)
[for further references, see review (2)].

The above simple but fundamental distinction

between the dynamic and spin-echo ADCs indicates

that they are not equivalent. This distinction becomes

more pronounced in the long-time limit. In a

bounded domain, the mean-square displacement in

the numerator of Eq. [2] approaches a constant so
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that Ddyn(t) ! 1/t. In contrast, the second moment

E{j2/2} is known to behave as t, implying D(t,g) ^
Dlim(t) ! 1/t2 (2, 23, 33). The spin-echo diffusion

coefficient, therefore, gets smaller and smaller in

comparison to the dynamic ADC in the course of

time.

Strictly speaking, the dynamic and spin-echo

ADCs become equivalent only in the special case of

the narrow pulse approximation, when the gradient

pulse duration d vanishes. However, the NPA is not

always appropriate in practice, especially for gases

when the spins diffuse fast enough so that the hy-

pothesis of immobile spins during gradient pulses is

not applicable.

The only fact that the spin-echo diffusion coeffi-

cient is not an intrinsic characteristic of a medium

requires much caution for its interpretation. So, two

experimental measurements (e.g., with distinct gradi-

ent intensity, temporal profile, or timing) may lead to

different D in the same sample. This means that

reporting ADCs without an accurate specification of

the experimental setup is, strictly speaking, meaning-

less. Unfortunately, it became a common practice,

especially in the medical NMR literature, to charac-

terize quantitatively a complex medium through an

ADC by using a single b-value instead of giving the

complete set of physical parameters. This oversimpli-

fication is exaggarated. Although the b-value is a

useful characteristic, it is not representative of the

whole experimental setup.

IS ADC ALWAYS MEANINGFUL?

Another important issue for restricted diffusion is the

difference between the spin-echo diffusion coeffi-

cient D(t,g) computed directly from the signal in a

PGSE experiment, and its counterpart Dlim(t), which
is extrapolated from data in the limit of g going to 0.

According to Eq. [6], the former ADC is not only a

function of time, but also a function of the gradient

intensity g. In Woessner’s experiment, as well as in

many others, the dependence of ADC on g was not

observed, i.e., ln E was proportional to g2g2. This
empirical observation can be related to Gaussian

phase approximation which, depending on experi-

mental conditions, may be valid or not.

Limitations of the Gaussian phase approximation

and the underlying g2 dependence (Eq. [9]) are

known for a long time. Using narrow gradient pulses,

Callaghan et al. discovered the emergence of diffu-

sion–diffraction patterns, which evidently contradict

the GPA (34). Balinov and coworkers observed dif-

fraction-like effects in the PGSE experiment when

applied to a highly concentrated water-oil emulsion

(35). Kuchel et al. presented data showing the diffu-

sion–diffraction effect of water in cell suspensions

and the ability to determine cell dimension(s) from

these data (36). In all these cases, the macroscopic

signal as a function of gradient intensity is used to

characterize restricted diffusion and a porous me-

dium, without appealing to ADC [see reviews (13–
15) for further details].

A breakdown of the GPA in a constant gradient

was predicted by Stoller and coworkers for restricted

diffusion in a slab (37) and further discussed by

de Swiet and Sen (38). The related non-Gaussian

stretched-exponential behavior was then experimen-

tally observed by Hürlimann et al. for restricted dif-

fusion of water molecules between two parallel

plates (39). A drastic deviation from the Gaussian

g2-dependence of ln E was observed at gradient

intensities above 15 mT m�1. As a consequence, the

spin-echo diffusion coefficient from Eq. [6] strongly

depended on g, losing its physical interpretation as a

‘‘diffusion coefficient.’’ In other words, D(t,g) was

not a better characterization of the macroscopic

dynamics than the signal E itself. It is worth stressing

that the experimental conditions in Hürlimann’s

experiment were ordinary. Much larger gradients are

now accessible on modern MR scanners so that a

non-Gaussian signal attenuation may be relevant for

clinical applications (40–46). For instance, Jacob and

coworkers demonstrated a clear deviation from a lin-

ear dependence of ln E/E0 on b for helium-3 gas dif-

fusion in the rat lung (44).
Although D(t,g) may depend on g, its limiting

value D(t) is related to the second moment of the

total dephasing which is independent of the gradient

intensity g. When the GPA is applicable, the second

moment mostly determines the signal according to

Eq. [9], and Dlim(t) and D(t) are close to each other.

When the GPA does not hold, Dlim(t) is still well

defined (as the second moment itself), but it cannot

be directly accessed by a PGSE technique.

To illustrate the above arguments, I calculated

ADCs for restricted diffusion in a slab under the con-

ditions similar to those of the experiment by Hürli-

mann et al. (39). The calculation was based on the

multiple correlation function technique explained in

detail in (2, 47). This technique relies on the Laplace

operator eigenbasis which is explicitly known for a

slab. The physical parameters used are: the slab

width L is 0.16 mm, the gyromagnetic (or magneto-

gyric) ratio g for protons is 2.675 � 108 rad T�1 s�1,

and the pulse duration d is the half of the echo time t
(the case of a constant gradient). The echo time t and
the gradient intensity g can be varied in relatively
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broad ranges, usually taking the values between 1

and 100 ms for t, and between 1 and 100 mT m�1 for

g. For our illustrative purposes, it is convenient to fix

these parameters and vary the free diffusion coeffi-

cient D0 instead. If one takes t ¼ 100 ms, the dimen-

sionless ratio D0t/L
2 can be varied from 0.01 (with

D0 ^ 2.3 � 10�9 m2 s�1 for water molecules under

ambient conditions) to several hundred for gases

(e.g., D0 ^ 2 � 10�4 m2 s�1 for helium-3 under am-

bient conditions). Note that large free diffusion coef-

ficients made gases particularly appropriate for prob-

ing porous media (48, 49).
Figure 1 shows various ADCs as functions of the

dimensionless ratio D0t/L
2 for two values of the gradi-

ent intensity: g ¼ 1 mT m�1 and g ¼ 15 mT m�1. In

the former case, the Gaussian phase approximation

holds, and the spin-echo diffusion coefficient D(t,g) is
close to its limit Dlim(t) (at g ¼ 0) determined by the

second moment. The situation is different for a larger

gradient g ¼ 15 mT m�1, for which the dependences

D(t,g) and Dlim(t) on time are distinct. In this case, the

GPA does not hold making the estimate of the spin-

echo diffusion coefficient derived from a PGSE experi-

ment unrelated to the real intrinsic value.

Figure 2 shows the difference between dynamic

and spin-echo ADCs. In the slow diffusion or short-

time limit (D0t/L
2 , 0.1), the spin-echo ADC with

g ¼ 1 mT m�1 and its limit Dlim(t) reproduce the

dependence Ddyn(t) with accuracy better than 10%.

In the long-time limit (D0t/L
2 . 10), all three spin-

echo ADCs are small in comparison to Ddyn(t), and
the relative error approaches 1. This is in agreement

with the aforementioned theoretical behaviors Ddyn(t)
! 1/t and D(t,g) ^ Dlim(t) ! 1/t2. It is worth stress-

ing that the long-time limit of restricted diffusion is

considered in a bounded domain. Although the

asymptotic behavior of ADCs for unbounded porous

media is different (7), the distinction between

dynamic and spin-echo ADCs is still expected.

The transition to a non-Gaussian regime is partly

investigated in (2, 37, 38, 50, 51). In simple confine-

ments such as a slab, the Gaussian phase approxima-

tion is known to break down when the dephasing

length (D0/gg)
1/3 is much smaller than the diffusion

length
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0t

p
and the characteristic dimension L of

the domain. For instance, in the experiment by Hürli-

mann et al.: L ¼ 160 mm,
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0t

p
^ 15 mm, and (D0/

gg)1/3 was �20 mm for g ¼ 1 mT m�1 and 8 mm for

g ¼ 15 mT m�1. In the latter case, the distinction

between D(t,g) and Dlim(t) was already significant

(see Fig. 1 for D0t/L
2 ^ 0.009), and it still increased

for larger D0. In general, the smallness of the kurto-

sis, E{j4}/[E{j2}]2 � 3, is the first condition to

check for the applicability of the GPA. Further theo-

retical and numerical studies of this problem for

porous media are important.

WHICH FACTORS DO INFLUENCE ADC?

In the previous analysis, I have focused on the main

differences between the dynamic and spin-echo

Figure 1 Various ADCs for restricted diffusion in a

slab: Ddyn(t) (solid line), Dlim(t) (dashed line), D(t,g) for

g ¼ 1 mT m�1 (circles), D(t,g) for g ¼ 15 mT m�1 (tri-

angles). When g ¼ 1 mT m�1, the spin-echo ADC D(t,g)
and its limit Dlim(t) are close to each other. In contrast,

for g ¼ 15 mT m�1, the Gaussian phase approximation

breaks down, and the estimated spin-echo diffusion coeffi-

cient, though still defined, is substantially different from

the true intrinsic value. Note that the experiment by Hürli-

mann and coworkers corresponded to D0t/L
2 ^ 0.009

(39). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,

which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]

Figure 2 Relative error between Ddyn(t) and three other

ADCs from Fig. 1. When D0t/L
2 is less than 0.1, the spin-

echo ADC with g ¼ 1 mT m�1 and its limit Dlim(t) repro-
duce Ddyn(t) with error less than 10%. The difference

becomes increasingly sharper for larger values of D0t/L
2.

When D0t/L
2 exceeds 10, all three spin-echo ADCs

(behaving as 1/t2) are small in comparison to Ddyn(t)
(behaving as 1/t). [Color figure can be viewed in the online

issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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ADCs, the latter being dependent on, and thus, sensi-

tive to particular experimental conditions. Here, I

briefly comment on several factors which can sub-

stantially modify the spin-echo ADC.

Temporal Profile f(t) of the Magnetic Field

The temporal profile can be largely varied in experi-

ments. Usually, one uses a bipolar gradient with two

trapezoidal (or rectangular) pulses. For the same time

delay t between the first rf pulse and the echo, the du-

ration and shape of the gradient pulses can be differ-

ent, and this variation affects the spin-echo ADC. As

an example, I consider two rectangular pulses of

duration d, for which the integral in Eq. [5] becomes

t3 h(t1 � t2)i2 ¼ td2 � 4d3/3. In the long-time regime,

the asymptotic behavior of the second moment

implies the following dependence on t and dimen-

sionless ratio d/t (2)

DlimðtÞ / 2

ðd=tÞ½1� ðd=tÞ4=3� t
�2:

The case d ¼ t/2 describes a constant gradient. By

varying only the duration d, the ADC can be changed

by orders of magnitude. In other words, two mea-

surements, which differ only by temporal profiles,

would give different ADCs for the same sample.

Although I considered here the long-time regime for

illustrative purposes, the dependence on the temporal

profile remains relevant for all diffusion times.

Spatial Profile of the Magnetic Field

In most PGSE experiments on restricted diffusion, a

linear magnetic field gradient is applied. However,

the difference in magnetic susceptibility between two

phases (e.g., air/tissue phases in the lungs or water/

solid phases in mineral samples such as sedimentary

rocks) may raise local internal magnetic fields near

the interface between two phases. The signal attenua-

tion and the consequent value of ADC are deter-

mined by an effective gradient which is the sum of

an applied (and well-controlled) external gradient

and an internal gradient whose spatial distribution is

in general unknown and difficult to take into account

in experiment.

At the same time, the effect of various spatial pro-

files of the magnetic field can be studied theoretically

or numerically (51–55). For instance, the cosine spa-

tial profile was considered as a simplified model for

susceptibility-induced magnetic fields in a slab

geometry (55). For this specific case, the second

moment was found exactly in Ref. 51. For two

rectangular gradient pulses of duration d ¼ t/2, it was
found that

Dcos
limðtÞ ¼

12

pp2
1

pp2
� e�pp2 � 4e�pp2=2 þ 3

ðpp2Þ2
 !

;

where p ¼ D0t/L
2. This dependence is close to, but

not identical with, Dlim(t) and D(t) for a linear gradi-

ent.

Note that the presence of internal gradients may

be advantageous. For instance, a stronger attenuation

of the signal near the frontier yields an edge enhance-

ment (56, 57). Internal gradients can also be used

to obtain pore size distribution of porous media

(22, 58).

Surface Relaxation

Surface relaxation can also modify the spin-echo

ADC in a complex manner. In sharp contrast with

bulk relaxation which acts uniformly over the sample

and can, thus, be factored out, surface relaxation

affects the statistics of Brownian trajectories, elimi-

nating those which encounter the boundary more fre-

quently. These effects were intensively studied [e.g.,

(50, 59–62); see also reviews (2, 7) and references

therein].

Surface Permeability

For biological applications, the walls of a geometri-

cal compartment are often semi-permeable so that

water molecules can leave a studied compartment

(e.g., a living cell) or travel between compartments.

These exchanges make the analysis of restricted dif-

fusion and a reliable interpretation of experimental

data more difficult. The role of semi-permeable

boundaries was thoroughly investigated (2, 63–66) so
that these issues are not addressed to in the present

article. One can mention the work by Kuchel and

Durrant who considered models with unevenly

spaced semi-permable parallel membranes (67), and
the work by Sen who suggested to use time-depend-

ent diffusion coefficient as a probe of permeability of

the pore wall (68). A model for diffusive transport

through a spherical interface probed by pulsed-gradi-

ent spin-echo technique was developed in (69, 70).

CAN ONE GO BEYOND ADC?

If the Gaussian phase approximation and the underly-

ing g2 dependence (Eq. [9]) is inconsistent for a
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studied system, the computation of apparent diffusion

coefficient is of limited use. Nonetheless, one can

still extract useful information about a confining me-

dium from the macroscopic signal as a function of

gradient intensity or echo time. How can one fit data?

Let me distinguish several ‘‘strategies’’ that may help

to answer this question.

1. When the duration of gradient pulses is very

short, the macroscopic signal can be seen as a

Fourier transform of the averaged propagator

[see reviews (13–15) and references therein].

In particular, the emergence of diffusion–dif-

fraction patterns allows one to determine a

typical length scale of the medium (28, 34–
36). This is a powerful experimental tool

which is broadly used for characterization of

porous media in material sciences. This strat-

egy is applicable when nuclei diffuse slowly

enough to be considered as immobile during

the gradient pulses. This is often the case for

liquids and sometimes for gases.

2. For simple confining domains (such as slab,

cylinder, sphere, cylindrical, and spherical

shells), the computation of the macroscopic

signal by using matrix formalisms is easy,

rapid, and very accurate (2, 47, 50, 62, 71–
76). Unknown parameters (such as the com-

partment size or free diffusion coefficient) can

be extracted by fitting experimental data to

numerical curves. This strategy is limited to

simple confining domains, whose shapes are

supposed to be known a priori.

3. For complex domains, the macroscopic signal

can be found numerically (by Monte Carlo

simulations, finite difference, or finite element

methods, etc.) if their shape is known a priori.

For instance, one can compute the signal from

the nuclei diffusing in a pack of spherical

beads. This strategy is useful for calibrating

experimental techniques in test samples.

4. When the geometry of a confining medium is

not known, one often attempts to use model

formulas for fitting experimental data. The ad-

justable parameters which are determined from

fitting, serve for characterization of the geomet-

rical structure. In what follows, I briefly discuss

several model formulas which are broadly used

for fitting the macroscopic signal.

Bi-Exponential Model

In some cases, two separate ‘‘compartments’’ of a

confining medium can be naturally distinguished

(e.g., intracellular and extracellular spaces). If diffu-

sion of nuclei within each compartment can be mod-

eled as unrestricted, the macroscopic signal is the

sum of monoexponential contributions (Eq. [7]) from

each compartment:

E

E0

¼ ze�bDS þ ð1� zÞe�bDF ; [10]

where DS and DF denote the apparent diffusion coef-

ficients in each compartment (subscripts S and F con-

ventionally refer to ‘‘slow’’ and ‘‘fast’’ motion), and z
and (1 � z) are the relative volume fractions of these

compartments. This bi-exponential model is often

used to interpret the signal attenuation in biological

systems and porous media (77–81).
Despite numerous successful applications,

Eq. [10] is a fitting formula which may be valid or

not. I highlight two limiting factors.

� When the structure of a studied confining me-

dium is expected to have separate compart-

ments, the presence of a separating interface

implies restricted diffusion for which Gaussian

contributions in Eq. [10] are approximate.

Although the use of a bi-exponential model is

justified from a geometrical point of view, one

needs to check that the Gaussian phase

approximation is applicable for each compart-

ment. This is often the case for small b-values.
� When there is no a priori evidence that a con-

fining medium has separate compartments, the

use of a bi-exponential model for fitting exper-

imental data may be misleading: a good fit by

Eq. [10] does not necessarily signify the exis-

tence of two separate compartments with dif-

ferent diffusion coefficients. This point was

recently illustrated by Milne and Conradi who

observed a bi-exponential signal decay from

diffusion in a single (cylindrical) compartment

(82).

I go a step further and use the experiment by

Milne and Conradi to illustrate another ‘‘danger’’ of

fitting models. To reproduce their results, I calculate

the macroscopic signal for the physical parameters

used in (82): r ¼ 160 mm (radius of cylinders), d ¼
3 ms (duration of gradient pulses), D ¼ 138 ms (echo

time), D0 ¼ 0.00173 mm2 s�1 (free diffusion coeffi-

cient of water molecules), and b-value ranging from

0.15 to 6,000 s mm�2. The macroscopic signal and

its bi-exponential fit are shown in Fig. 3. If

one restricts itself for the range of the b-values
used in (82), an excellent fit may suggest that a
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bi-exponential model really describes the signal

attenuation due to restricted diffusion in cylinders.

This conclusion, which seems to rely on the experi-

mental evidence, is false. A closed analytical formula

for the signal from a cylindrical confinement for nar-

row gradient pulses is well known (83, 84). More-

over, Debye-Porod power-law decay of the signal in

the slow-diffusion regime at large g (or b) was dem-

onstrated (85, 86):

E / g�3 / b�3=2 ðb � 1=DÞ: [11]

This power-law decay is in sharp contrast to the

exponential decay suggested by Eq. [10].

Figure 3 clearly shows a deviation from a bi-expo-

nential fit for b-values larger than 6,000 s mm�2.

This means that for cylinders, the bi-exponential for-

mula is nothing more than an approximation for a

limited range of b-values. An interpretation of the

adjustable parameters DS, DF, and z of the bi-expo-

nential model would be superficial. Moreover, the val-

ues of these parameters strongly depend on the range

of b-values that are used for fitting. Other limitations

of a bi-exponential model are discussed in (45).

Distributed-Exponential Model

Porous media and biological tissues often exhibit

multiple lengths scales. Assuming that each compart-

ment is characterized by its own apparent diffusion

coefficient D, the macroscopic signal from the whole

medium can be approximated as a collection of

uncoupled exponential decay processes:

E

E0

¼
Z1
0

dD e�bD pðDÞ; [12]

where p(D) is a distribution of apparent diffusion

coefficients. Once the macroscopic signal E as a

function of the b-value is measured, this integral rela-

tion can be inverted to obtain the p(D). This distribu-
tion tells us about relative fractions of different

compartments of a confining medium. However, this

model is rarely used in practice because a numerical

inversion of the Laplace transform requires accurate

measurements of the macroscopic signal for a large

range of b-values.

Stretched-Exponential Model

A broad distribution of apparent diffusion coeffi-

cients is often represented by a stretched-exponential

model

E

E0

¼ exp½�ðbDÞa�; [13]

where a is the stretching parameter, which character-

izes the deviation of the signal from Gaussian (mono-

exponential) behavior. Higher heterogeneity of a

confining medium typically corresponds to smaller

values of a, the latter serving thus as a geometrical

characteristic of the medium. A stretched-exponential

model was proposed to characterize continuously dis-

tributed cortical water diffusion rates (87), whereas
its modification was used for the characterization of

transverse and longitudinal NMR relaxation of fluid

in saturated rock cores (88). One of the limitations of

the stretched-exponential model is that the relation

between the stretching parameter a and the geometri-

cal structure of a confining medium remains obscure.

Kurtosis and Higher Moments

Another extension of the classical formula (Eq. [7])

is based on the cumulant expansion for the macro-

scopic signal [see (2) for details]. The kurtosis fitting

formula is obtained when the cumulant expansion is

truncated to the second-order term:

E

E0

¼ exp
�� bDþ b2KD2=6

�
; [14]

where the parameter K is called the (apparent) diffu-

sion kurtosis. The smaller the kurtosis, the closer the

Figure 3 Normalized signal for the cylinder of radius r ¼
160 mm with diffusion gradient perpendicular to the long

axis. The bi-exponential fit (Eq. [10]) (shown by squares) is

compared to a numerical solution (solid line) and power-

law asymptotic behavior (11) (dashed line). A vertical dot-

ted line delimits the region on the left (b � 6,000 s mm�2),

which was considered in (82). In this region, the bi-expo-

nential fit reproduces accurately theoretical predictions. A

deviation from this ‘‘effective’’ regime is clear on the right.

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is

available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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distribution of the phase shifts is to the Gaussian one.

Since heterogeneity of a confining domain is respon-

sible for the deviation from the Gaussian behavior

(typical for homogeneous media), kurtosis imaging

was suggested to characterize the tissue structure (41,
43). One limitation of the model formula (Eq. [14])

is an unlimited growth of the macroscopic signal

with b. Still higher-order moments have to be

included to correct this unphysical increase of the

signal. In practical terms, it means that the kurtosis

fitting formula can only be applied for a limited

range of the b-values.

CONCLUSION

I revisited the subtle but fundamental differences

between the dynamic diffusion coefficient Ddyn(t)
quantifying the mean-square displacement of diffus-

ing particles, and its spin-echo counterpart D(t)
measured by a pulsed-gradient spin-echo technique.

Although both ADCs allow one to characterize re-

stricted diffusion and porous media, the former is an

intrinsic characteristic, whereas the latter unavoid-

ably depends on the experimental setup. As a conse-

quence, the information extracted from the spin-echo

ADC cannot be considered independently of mea-

surement conditions. Unless ADC is used as a form

of contrast enhancement, it is important that reported

ADC values be accompanied by an accurate specifi-

cation of the experimental setup (gradient intensity

and waveform, timing, etc.). The use of a single b-
value is oversimplified for a quantitative analysis.

For weak gradient and slow diffusion, the spin-echo

ADC is a good approximation to the dynamic one.

For larger gradients, the measureable quantity D may

depend on the gradient intensity, losing its proper

physical interpretation as a diffusion coefficient. In a

non-Gaussian regime, the use of the spin-echo ADC

as a characteristic of a porous medium is not justified

and may be strongly misleading. In particular, the

extraction of an ADC from two measurements at g ¼
0 (reference signal) and g = 0 (attenuated signal)

should be avoided if an accurate value of ADC is

needed. At least one another measurement is required

to check that the Gaussian phase approximation is

valid and the estimated ADC is independent of the

gradient intensity. Finding a general reliable criterion

for the applicability of the GPA in porous media is

an important issue.

A violation of the Gaussian phase approximation

is a consequence of a geometrical restriction. Any

deviation from the classical formula (Eq. [7]) is a

potentially interesting characteristic of complex

porous media. To extract such characteristics, several

models were proposed for fitting experimental data

of diffusion-weighted imaging. Their adjustable

parameters, such as fast and slow ADCs DF and DS,

stretching parameter a, kurtosis K, etc., are sensitive

to heterogeneity of a confining domain. As a result, a

failure of the GPA may bring finer information about

porous media and biological tissues than a classical

measurement of apparent diffusion coefficients.
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